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The world today is indebted to us for the benefits of civilization. They stole 
our arts and sciences from Africa. Then why should we be ashamed of 
ourselves? Their modern improvements are but duplicates of a grander 

civilization that we reflected thousands of years ago.                                            
- Marcus Garvey -

Ancient Egypt was a 
Negro Civilization. 

The history of Black Africa 
will remain suspended in air 

and cannot be written correctly 
until African historians 
dare to connect it with 

the history of Egypt.

- Cheik Anta Diop -
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africa for the africans, those at home and those abroad

MANY THANKS 
FOR YOUR 

CONTINUED 
SUPPORT

Marcus Mosiah Garvey 
built a mass 

organization that 
went beyond mere 

civil-rights agitation 
and protest and 

based itself upon a 
definitive, 

well-thought-out program 
that would lead to the 
total emancipation of 

the Race from
foreign dominion. 

WISHING YOU A 
HEALTHY AND 
PROSPEROUS 

NEW YEAR 
2020 

FILLED WITH 
PEACE AND 
HAPPINESS

ONE GOD
ONE AIM

ONE DESTINY

AND

OF COURSE,

LIBERTY!   LIBERTY!   LIBERTY!
Send in Your Dollars

HELP THE CAUSE OF LIBERTY
BY SUBSCRIBING TO

THE AFRICAN
REDEMPTION FUND

BEING RAISED BY
The UNIA-ACL

Head Office
13205 Merrick Blvd 
Jamaica, NY 11434

Money to be raised from our 
people to set Africa Free 
and to set the Race Free 

industrially and economically.

JOIN UNIA-ACL

DIVISION 431
DIVISION 432
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PLEASE SHOP AT THE ROC

We are not hiding our culture,
we are projecting our culture.
We recognize that European
culture has been projected not
through lectures but through

commercial activities, through trade, through
economic development. The European cultural
imperialism is the handmaiden of European economic
militarism. When we shop at THE ROC, we are
destroying the myth that one has to deny one's
culture in order to make money or to create wealth.
You often hear from our people that they are not
about Black power but they are about green power
as if those two things can really be separate. The
route to green power or whatever monetary color
you want to talk about is through Black power. It is
very important that we succeed because we want to
illustrate that when an African moves in favor of an
African ideology he or she is not voting for poverty.
He is voting for enrichment. He is not voting for
dependency; he is not voting for an empty rhetoric
and an empty rage, but is voting for doing something
concretely about his situation. Our success as a
business is one of the greatest political statements DR MUTULU SHAKUR
that we can make. That's why we beg you to Dr. Mutulu Shakur received a diagnosis of
SHOP AT THE ROC. Believe it or not, we have life-threatening bone marrow cancer in

enough money to create our own banking system in October 2019. Until now, he has requested

one weekend. That's in spite of the effect of self- that this information be kept private. For over

hatred which leads to a squandering of economic a year he had experienced pain in his bones,

resources. The inability of the Black community to but he was not even x-rayed until April 2019.

use its tremendous economic wealth for its own Although the prison doctor probably suspected cancer and called

interest is indicative of the issue we talk about here for a CT scan, the scan was delayed for four months. After a

today. The effects of self-hatred is the mis-spending year of delay, we know now that Mutulu is suffering from

of money. While the ROC is succeeding, it would be extensive painful bone lesions, caused by a rapidly growing bone

bigger than big, if we truly supported it. How so? marrow cancer. He is 69 years old, and aging in prison after 33

Money is mis-spent to relieve pain, to compensate years of incarceration. In 2014, he suffered from a stroke, which

for the inferiorities. You will see a situation at some required several months for recovery. He has high blood

point inevitably that the spending forgave over the pressure, high cholesterol, diabetes, and vision problems from

inferiority complex; this  involves spending the glaucoma. On December 5th Dr. Shakur was denied

money with the person who gave it to you in the first compassionate release. We fear for his survival and his life.

place. Anger and resentment binds the oppressor to We welcome letters to The People's Forum, but they must include (for

the oppressed. The essence of controlling people is verification purposes) the writer's name, address and cellular number.

to provoke a desire in them and then of course have This includes letters sent via email. The name may be withheld upon

control of the satisfaction of that desire and that is request. Letters signed simply "Name Withheld' are not considered for

the foundation of the capitalist system and of the print. Letters should be as brief as possible, and of course, all letters are

economic system. The only proven solution has been subject to editing. Letters containing the proviso 'Do Not Edit' are not

RACE FIRST, as executed by Hon. Marcus Garvey. considered for print. Email letters to hch@unia-aclgovernment.com

reflections of an editor
THE PEOPLE'S FORUM

HOLY DAYS OF OBLIGATION
Editor: Please keep Holy the following days:

Jafari Small

2020 UNIA CALENDAR
Editor: Outstanding calendar -

it needs to go beyond 
431/432. I have mine!!!! And 

am proud! 
Gwyneth Evans

2020 UNIA CALENDAR
Editor: The 2020 Calendars 
are so inspirational that I 
bought more than nine of 

them for the holidays.
Yasmin Patterson

2020 UNIA CALENDAR
Editor: Folks have seen both 

of my copies & They are 
seriously in demand!

Bro. Shep

CONDOLENCES
Editor: Our rock of strength, 

4th Assistant PG, Sister 
Basiymah recently lost her 

three-year old grandson to a 
tragic accident.
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 MEDEW NETCHER [DIVINE SPEECH] The Tongue of the God
Over six thousand two hundred years ago a great civilization flourished on the banks
of the river Nile. Ruled over by awesome god-kings
called Pharaohs, it thrived for more than four
thousand years, then gradually invaded, overrun, and
ultimately vanished from the face of the earth. Thus,
we have to become the lion's historian so we may
upbuild our once everlasting greatness. That
civilization was called KEMET [KMT], the planet's
first global economy. It all started with agriculture
and irrigation of the river Nile. This civilization
produced the planet's first agriculturalists, architects,
astronomers, pyramid builders, mathematicians, 
physicians, surgeons, accountants, weather forecasters, painters, sculptors, writers, urban dwellers, organizers of
spiritual faiths, etc.. The land of The Blacks was not only the cradle of civilization itself but the Blacks were once the
leading people on earth; that KEMET [KMT] was not only once all Black, but the very name KEMET was derived
from the Blacks, for you see Kemites had only one term to designate themselves: KMT, which literally means ‘the
Blacks’ This is the strongest term existing in the Medew Netcher [Divine Speech] to indicate Blackness. The term is
a collective noun which thus described the whole people of Pharaonic Egypt as a Black people. For further
evidence, all you have to do is focus on both the monuments and how they [KMT] represented themselves in their art.
The current English name “Egypt” as we know it today originated from an ancient Greek word through Middle
French and Latin. The ancient Greek word is “Aígyptos,” which was “Egypte” in Middle French and “Aegyptus” in
Latin. The Greek forms of the word were derived from the Late Egyptian “Hikuptah” which was a corrupted form of
the earlier Egyptian name “Hwt-ka-Ptah” (Ha-ka-Ptah). This earlier Egyptian name translates to "home of the soul
(ka) of Ptah". This name is what the Egyptians used to refer to the city of Memphis where the true living God was
worshipped as Ptah, the Creator.
Before we commence please be aware that Africa - all Africa - is the
native homeland of the Blacks; and that the Asiatic peoples who occupy
North and Eastern Africa, even though they may have been there for
centuries, are no more native Africans than are the Dutch and British who
occupied the southern regions of the continent. The question of where the
homelands are from which all of these invaders came is not debatable.
Let us start with the conquest of Lower Egypt [Northern Ethiopia] by the Ethiopian leader, Menes, in 4240 BCE to
the end of the Sixth Dynasty, 2181 BCE - also the end of the Old Kingdom. This was the period that gave birth to
Egypt [KMT] and before which there was no KMT. It was the period during which Black kings united the, "Two
Lands", started the dynastic (lineage) system, and began the building of the greatest civilization. It was the Golden
Age in the history of the Blacks, the age in which they reached the pinnacle of the glory so dazzling in the
achievements that Western and Arab writers felt compelled to erase it by the sheer power of their position and begin
history over 4,200 years later, limiting such as they allowed to "Africa South of the Sahara."
The very "Heartland of the Race" and the cradle of civilization were actually further below the
First Cataract, centered around the capital cities of Napata and Meroe. From there Black
civilization spread northward, reaching its most spectacular achievements in what became
known as "Egyptian Civilization." The Cataracts of the Nile are shallow lengths (or whitewater
rapids) of the river between Aswan and Khartoum, where the surface of the water is broken by
many small boulders and stones jutting out of the river bed. In some places, these stretches are
punctuated by whitewater, while at others the water flow is smoother, but still shallow. There are Six Cataracts with
only one existing in Egypt. The other Five Cataracts are in Sudan. Incidentally, the word, "Sudan" is derived from the
Arabs, "Bilad as Sudan", The Land of The Blacks. The white Nile and the Blue Nile meet in Khartoum, the capital
of Sudan.

KEMET civilization was built along the river Nile
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 MEDEW NETCHER [DIVINE SPEECH]
    In 4240 BCE, the Ethiopian King of Kings, Menes, led his army to
retake Northern Ethiopia from the Asians and unite the Two Lands as
they once were. It was from that point on that Dynastic Egypt starts. It was
the beginning of a new era in the history of the Blacks when an Ethiopian
King turned the course of the Nile River by building a great dam at the
border between Upper [Nubia] and Lower
Egypt for the site of the new capital that was
to bear his name - Memphis. For generations
Memphis was almost entirely an all-African
city, with white Asian villages slowly
growing up around the outskirts. For the
Asians are a very smart and very cunning
people. Once conquered, they feigned
complete and humble acceptance of
African rule. Far from showing the
slightest signs of any feeling of racial
superiority, they were such masters of the
art of dissembling that they could hoodwink
the Africans, often under the guise of
brotherhood, by capitalizing on their often
dark complexions, similar institutions,
intermarriages, and mixing with the Black
population generally as far as possible.
That all this was the direct route to repeated Asian ascendency on the continent few Africans seemed to see. For we
are, as a race, too ready to forgive and forget past evils committed by foreigners; whereas, on the other hand, a
fellow African group can easily become a traditional enemy and continue as such for so many generations that no one
remembers what the original quarrel was all about!
So the Blacks were apparently unconcerned about the Asian villages springing up just outside of Memphis, nor about
the largest one that was more rapidly developing just across the river on the right bank. This community was to
become the Asian city of Fostat that challenged the supremacy of the capital city and eventually helped to change its
African character and cause its final destruction. Yet what was just stated so briefly occurred only after nearly four
thousand years of glorious history. It remained the Capital and one of the greatest cities of KMT and the world from
the First to the Twentieth Dynasty when it yielded to Thebes again, but it was still a great city when Alexander the
greek arrived in 332 BCE. Its death-knell was sounded only when Arab tribes overran the land and Cairo rose to
overshadow it.
The Second and Third Dynasties were also African; most writers will not flatly state this. That the Fourth Dynasty
was indigenous is equally clear. These were the chief pyramid builders, the Great Pyramid being the tallest and
highest building on the planet until modern times. It was built during the reign of Khufu, 2590-67 BCE.
His son, Khafre, carried on and built the second Great Pyramid. But he went further, He built the Great Sphinx
[Her-em-Akhet] and, as though he intended to settle the question of his racial identity for all ages to come, he has his
African features so boldly and clearly carved into a portrait statue that not even a fool could seriously doubt that this
mighty monarch was a "Negro." Race First.
By the Fourth Dynasty the Blacks, who
were the first brick and stone masons on
earth, had begun to build at Giza the same
style of pyramid building that had been
characteristic of Southern Ethiopia from
the earliest times.

continued on Page 23

Lower Egypt

Upper 
Egypt

Lower Egypt

Upper 
Egypt

Nubia
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by Dahoud Andre
     A "Sister Study"* done with about 47,000 women in the United States and Puerto Rico by the National Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences (part of National Institute of Health) and published online on December 4th, 2019 by the
International Journal of Cancer found that women who regularly use permanent hair dye and chemical hair straighteners
are more likely (than women who don’t use those chemical products) to develop breast cancer. Among Black women,
using permanent hair dyes was associated with a 60% increase risk of breast cancer as compared with an 8% increased
risk for white women. With hair straighteners, the study found a 30% increased risk of breast cancer for women of all
races in the study. Before we get too happy about this equal risk for all women, do note that 74% of the Black women
who participated in the study reported using hair straighteners while only 3% of the white women claimed to have used
them.
    As can be expected from the massive use of chemical straighteners and hair dyes by Black women and Black men,
the above study has created quite a buzz in our community. Some health professionals are saying that the study is not
conclusive while others are questioning its validity because of the low number of Black women in the study. Only about
9% of the women in the study were Black. For us though, the real question here is whether the findings of this study will 
finally make our people stop using these harmful products.
     In addition to being bad for our health, the chemicals in question here denature us. It is inconceivable that so many
of us who claim to be proud of our Blackness and boast of our natural beauty, have no qualms about using these
products. By trying to make our hair look the way other people's hair happen to be naturally we are telling the world
that we accept the notion that we are ugly, and that we are inferior.
     In the world we are living in today hair happens to be the arena where a large part of our community has
surrendered to the white supremacist world, where we in essence say that yes, we do not have "good hair"; and while
we are not able to become white, to have hair like them, we are willing to undergo the torture necessary to temporarily
pretend to the world and to ourselves that we too can have that "good hair".
     Please take some time to find and watch Chris Rock's 2009 documentary "Good Hair". In this film, he details the
troubles and the expense that Black women go through to alter their hair and thus their appearance. He says that he
initiated the project after his 3 year old daughter asked him why she doesn't have "good hair". We are told that at that
time the Black hair business was a 9 billion dollars industry, money that goes mostly to white people and Asians.
     We should be clear that our enemies did not achieve this mind cleansing over night nor did it happen naturally or
peacefully. It is the result of centuries of physical and psychological torture and oppression, from the slave ships to
today's media feeding us cannons of beauty that have nothing to do with us. For some of us denaturing our hair is done
to obtain or maintain a job that requires us to be "presentable" or just that we ourselves wish to be more "acceptable" to
others. 
    Imagine walking into a church full of Black people who are singing the praises of this god they all claim to believe in,
a god who is perfect in every way and can do no wrong, and yet so  many of the sisters in that church have either
processed their hair or they have a wig or a weave or they along with some of the brothers have dyed their hair to
conceal their graying or to simply “look cool”. Are they not in reality saying to this god that she/he has made some kind
of mistake, which they are correcting?
     Ultimately this is a problem of identity. This is us saying to the world that we are repulsed by our features and that we
wish we were white or we wish we were younger. What does that say about us as a people when we continue these
practices? How far can we go? How much can we achieve as a people if we are not even comfortable in our dark skin,
with our own kinky hair? That we are spending our meager resources, which could be invested in our education and our
liberation to alter our natural features?
     Some brothers and sisters might feel offended by this commentary but we can only ask them to allow the truth to set
them free and to strive to be healthier by avoiding these cancer-causing products.  Love thy self.

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/ijc.32738  


